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The Navajos have a great number of songs which have been
handed down in the tribe for generations and whose forms are well
established. Those songs, which pertain to their rites and mythology, are so numerous that I have no hope of ever making a collertion that will approximate completeness.
In addition to these transmitted songs, they have countless improvisations, heard at all dances and social gatherings not of a
religious character. The difficulties in the way of the Navajo improvisators may not seem to us very important when we learn that
meaningless syllables may be added at will to fill out the verses, and
that rhyming terminations are not required. Yet they undoubtedly
have pfisodical laws understood, if not formulated, to conform
to which they are often obliged to take liberal poetic licenses and
employ terms not used in ordinary conversation.
The songs selected for presentation here were sung in a game
called KZsifd,*which, in the winter season, is the favorite game for
stakes. Only a few can I give. To collect all, even of this particular set of songs, would take more time than I will, probably, ever
be able to devote to all branches of Navajo ethnology. One old
man, in reply to my question as to the number of songs sung in
this game, replied that there were four thousand. Of course, this
wasan exaggeration and intended to be understood as such ; but
the statement was designed to convey some idea of the great number that existed. Another Indian, an inveterate old gambler, who
had made Kesitd ('the study of his life," said that there was not a
thing that walked or flew or crept or crawled in all the world (as
~
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*From Ke, moccasins, and ritct, side by side, parallel to one another in a row.
(1)
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known to the Navajos, of course) that had not at least one appropriate song in the game, and that many had more than one song.
He further stated that it took hini four years to learn all he knew.
I have not contented myself with hearing these songs from the
mouth of one individual, but have had them sung to me by many
persons from widely distant parts of the Navajo country-persons
who had, perhaps, never exchanged a word with one another in
their lives. The perfect uniformity with which they were repeated
in most cases, and the close approach to uniformity in all other
cases, were wonderful.
These, like all other transmitted songs of this tribe, depend on a
legend for their explanation. Recited by themselves, they seem
almost meaningless; sung in connection with the story they are intended to embellish, their significance is at once apparent. It is,
therefore, necessary that I should tell something of the myth of the
K c d d ; and, in order that the myth may be fully understood, a
brief description of the game must be given.
THE GAME OF THE

KESITCB.

This is, to some extent, sacred in its nature, for the playing is
confined to the winter, the only time when their myths may be told
and their most important ceremonies conducted. It is practiced
only during the dark hours. The real reason for this is probably
that the stone used in the game cannot be hidden successfully by
daylight; but if you ask an Indian why the game is played only at
night, he will account for it by referring you to the myth and saying that he on whom the sun shines while he is engaged in the game
will be struck blind. I have heard that on some occasions, when
the stakes are heavy and the day begins to dawn on an undecided
contest, they close all the apertures of the lodge with blankets,
blacken the skin around their eyes, place a watch outside to prevent
intrusion, and for a short time continue their sport.
The implements of the game are eight moccasins; a roundish
stone or pebble about an inch and a half in diameter; a blanket
used as a screen; a stick with which to strike the moccasins; a
chip blackened on one side that they toss up to decide which party
shall begin the game, and one hundred and two counters, each
about nine inches long made of a stiff, slender root-leaf of the
yucca angustyoolia. Two of these counters are notched on the
margins.
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The moccasins are buried in the ground so that only about an
inch of their tops appear and they are filled to the ground level with
powdered earth or sand. They are placed side by side a few inches
apart in two rows, one on each side of the fire. The players are divided into twoparties, each controlling one row of moccasins. When,
by tossing up the chip, they have decided which party shall begin
the lucky ones hold up a screen to conceal their operations and
hide the ball in one of the moccasins, covering it well with
sand.
When all is ready they lower the screen and allow that person to
come forward whom their opponents have selected to find the ball.
He strikes with a stick the moccasin in which he supposes the ball
to lie. If his guess is correct he takes the stone, his comrades become the hiders and his opponents the seekers; but if he fails to
indicate the place wherein the pebble is hid the hiders win some of
the counters, the number won depending on the position of the
moccasin struck and the position of the one containing the stone.
Thus each party is always bound to win while it holds the stone and
always bound to lose while its opponent holds it.
The system of countiug is rather intricate, and though I perfectly
comprehend it I do not consider a full description of it in this connection as necessary to the proper understanding of the myth. It
will suffice to say that the number of counters lost at any one unsuccessful guess can only be either four, six, or ten ; these are the
only “counts” in the game.
When the game begins the counters are held by some uninterested
spectator and handed to either side according as it wins. When
this original holder has given all the counters out, the winners take
from the losers. When one side has won all the counters the game
is done. The original holder parts with the two notched counters,
called “grandmothers,” last. One of the party receiving them
sticks them up in the rafters of the hogan (lodge) and says to thein
“Go seek your grandchildreq” (i. c. bring the other counters back
to our side). The possession of the “grandmothers” is supposed
to bring good luck.
A good knowledge of the songs is thought to assist the gamblers
in their work, probably under the impression that the spirits of the
primeval animal gods are there to help such as sing of them. A
song begun during an I‘ inning” (to borrow a term from the field)
must be continued while the inning last. Should this inning be
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short it is not considered lucky to sing the same song again during
the game.
EPITOME OF T H E MYTH O F T H E KESITCE.

In the ancient days there were, as there are now, some animals
who saw better, could hunt better, and were altogether happier in
the darkness than in the light; and there were others who liked
not the darkness and were happy only in the light of day. The
animals of the night wished it would remain dark forever and the
animals of the day wished that the sun would shine forever. At
last they met in council in the twilight to talk the matter over and
the council resolved that they should play a game by hiding a stone
in a moccasin (as in the game now called Kesitcc) to settle their
differences. If the night animals won the sun should never rise
again, if the day animals succeeded never more should it set. So
when night fell they lit a fire and commenced the game.
In order to determine which side should first hide the stone they
took a small weather-stained fragment of wood and rubbed one side
with charcoal. They tossed it up; if it fell with the black side up
the nocturnal party were to begin, but it fell with the gray side up
and those of the diurnal side took the stone. These raised a blanket
to conceal their operations and sang a song, which is sung to this
day by the Navajos when they raise the screen in this game [No.
I , Screen Song], and the game went on.
They commenced the game with only one hundred counters but
a little whitish, old-looking snake called Zic-bitcbi, i. c. maternal
grandmother of the snakes, said they ought to have two more
counters. Therefore they made two, notched them so that they
would look like snakes and called them bifcbi, maternal grandmothers, which name the two notched counters used in the game
still bear.
The cunning Coyote would not cast his lot permanently with
either side. He usually stood between the contending parties, but
occasionally went over to one side or the other as the tide of fortune
seemed to turn.
Some of the genii of those days joined the animals in this contest.
On the side of the night animals was the great destroyer Yn'tso, the
best guesser of all, who soon took the stone away from the day animals. Whenever the latter found it in the moccasins of their moonloving enemies they could not hold it long for the shrewd-guessing
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yeitsowould recover it. They lost heavily and began to tremble
for their chances, when some one proposed to them to call in the
aid of the gopher, nasizi. He dug a tunnel under the moccasins
leading from one to another and when Yeitso would guess the right
lnoccasin the gopher, unseen by all, would transfer the stone to
another place [see Song No. 71. Thus was Yrilo deceived, the
day party retrieved their losses and sang a tnunting song of hini
[No. 2, Yeitso Song].
But when they had won back nearly all the counters, luck appeared to again desert them. The noctivagant beasts came into
possession of the pebble, and kept it so long that it seemed as if
their opponents could never regain it. Guess as cleverly as they
might, the stone was not to be found in the moccasin indicated by
those who longed for an eternal day. Then the owl sang a song
expressive of his desires [No. 4, Owl’s Song], and when he had
done, one of the wind-gods whispered into the ear of one of the
diurnal-party that the owl held the stone in his claws all the time,
and never allowed it to be buried in the moccasin. So, when next
the screen was withdrawn, the enlightened day animal advanced,
and, instead of striking a moccasin, struck the owl’s claws, and the
hidden stone dropped out on the ground.
After this the game proceeded with little advantage to either side,
and the animals turned their attention to composing songs about
the personal peculiarities, habits, and history of their opponents,
just as in social dances to-day the Navajos ridicule one another in
song. Thus all the songs relating to animals [Nos. 7 adlin.3,
which form the great majority of the songs of the Kesitce, originated.
Later the players began to grow drowsy and tired and somewhat
indifferent to the game, and again the wind-god whispered-this
time into the ear of the magpie-and said, ‘‘ Sing a song of the
morning,” whereat the magpie sang his song [No. 51. As he
uttered the last words, 66Qa-yrZ-ku! Qa-yeZ-kCi!”j(It dawns! It
dawns!) the players looked forth and beheld the pale streak of
dawn along the eastern horizon. Then all hastily picked up their
counters and blankets and fled, each to his proper home-one to
the forest, another to the desert, this to the gully, that to the rocks.
The bear had lent his moccasins to be used in the game. They
were, therefore, partly buried in the ground. In his haste to be off
he put them on wrong-the right moccasin on the left foot, and
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vcrsu; and this is why the bear's feet are now misshapen. His
coat was then as black as midnight, but he dwelt on top of a high
mountain, and was so late in getting back to his lair that the red
beams of the rising sun shone upon him, imparting their ruddy hue
to the tips of his hairs, and thus it is that the bear's hair is tipped
with red to this day.
The home of the wood-rat, litso, was a long way off, and he ran
so far and so fast to get there that he raised great blisters on his
feet, and this accounts for the callosities we see now on the soles of
the rat.
So the day dawned on the undecided game. As the animals
never met again to play for the same stakes, the original alternation
of day and night has never been changed.
~J~CC

T E X T A N D TRANSLATION OF SONGS OF THE KESITCE.

NoTr.-In
the Navajo words as they appear in this paper the vowels have the
continental sounds. There is only one diphthong, ai; ' denotes an aspirated
vowel ; c has the sound of sh in shine; d before a vowel has the sound of f h in
this; j has the French sound; I is always aspirated, as if spelled R I ; I above
the line (") is nasal ; q has the sound of German rh in rnachm; f before a vowel
has the sound of f h in fhing; the other letters have the ordinary English sounds.

No. r.-SCREEN

SONG.

Atca' dilpa 'litaoskli,
Atc&' u'ilpa 'Zi taoskli.
Kolagd aind.
TRANSLATION.

The old screen hangs in front
The old screen hangs in front.
NOTES.

titc&', in front of; before.
dilp'li, it hangs. This is applicable only to something broad and
flexible that hangs temporarily. Of a curtain orporfi2rc that hangs
permanently they say nt$i'Zi.
tuCskli, something old, frayed, or worn ; usually applied only to
textile fabrics and clothing ; ragged.
kolugd uinh is probably meaningless.
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SONG.

YLitso tcinila‘ nici,
TcaZ azdtfsiZ tcini “Haina !”
Yiitso tciniZ&l nick,
TcaZ azdttsil fcini l l Haina !H a n i !”
C&cnen&noal” ntytko.
TcaZ azdetsil fcini “Haina !Hani!”
TRANSLATION.

Thus says Ycifso,
Weeping while he strikes (at the moccasins,) he says, “Alas ! ’)
Thus says Ptitso,
Weeping while he strikes, he says, “Alas! Alas! ”
Put it ye back for me (where it was before)” he says.
Weeping while he strikes, he says, “Alas! Alas!”
NOTES.

Piitso, an important character in Navajo mythology, a giant who
was slain by the children of the Sun.
fciniZal, thus he says, exactly thus he says.
tcal, he cries (while doing something else)--synchronal form.
azdifsil, he is striking at it.
tcini, he says. This word may be said of one either absent or
present. Kdt infra, nijc&o.
haina !h a 3 !l exclamations of Ptitso expressive of his chagrin
and disappointment ; herhaps equivalent to Alas !
c&‘ncn&noa,caln&noa, means “replace it all ye for me,” and
conveys the idea that it must be replaced exactly where it was before. For the extra syllable n t I know no meaning. I have been
told by the Indians it is “just to make out the song.” The luckless Eifso hoped he might find the stone if his opponents were silly
enough to d o as he requested.
ntytko. Here the singer takes poetic license with the word nigo,
he says-i. t., some one absent or at a distance says. Ycifso is supposed to make his plea while still on the opposite side of the fire,
before he approaches to seek the stone. But he sap ‘‘Alas!’’
after he comes over.
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SONG.

Yenaqaniya k&ii kc,
Yenaqaniya 006 k&i kc ti,
Ytnaqaniya ad ,
Apdna bitsidi aZRiajdolk&o,
Yenaqaniya k&i kc,ytnnqania kcjgi kc,
Ycnnqnnba ad.
TRANSLATION.

He comes to 11son toes and feet,
He comes to us on toes and feet,
He comes to us on toes and feet,
With coat upon coat of fine-dressed skin,
He comes to us on toes and feet, he comes to us on toes and feet,
He comes to 11s.
NOTES.

ycnaqantja, that by means of which one arrives, the “means of
transportation.” ye, a prefix forming with verbs nouns denoting
means of motion. nnqanrjta, he arrives at our house, he reaches us,
he comes to us.
k q 3 , toes.
kc, foot, feet.
npdtra, buckskin.
bitddi, soft, pliable, devoid of stiffness; said of finely-dressed
buckskin, dead grass, etc.
alkiqZolk2goJ in layers on the person; refers to layers or coats of
flexible material, one on top of another, worn on the body.
Yibitcai, one of the genii or demigods, came late to the game
and those who preceded him sang this song. I n the dance of the
Ycbitcaihe who enacts this character moves with a noisy, shuffling
gait and wears coats of fine buckskin, while the other dancers are
nearly naked.
NO.+-OWL’S

SONG.

To-yoZkhZ-nisin-da,
To-yoZkrfl-nisin-da.
Hihi hihi hihi.
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TRANSLATION.

1 wish not the end of all the nights,
or,
I wish not the end of the laqt night.
NOTE..

.

ti-& a negative adverb commonly divided so that the first syllable shall precede, and the last syllable succeed, the verb or sentence which it qualifies. Here we have an example of this arrangement.
yoikal, the end of all the nights, the end of the last night; said of
the apptoach of dawn on the last night of any period as at the end
of a festival. The owl here speaks of the last night of all time.
nisin, I wish, I desire. This is usually pronounced insin. Transpositions for euphony are common in the Navajo language.
NO. 5.-MAGPIE

SONG.

A'aWi-nc !A'a'&'i-nc!
Ya'a'ni-aid ! Ya'a'ni-aid ! K6ya-aini
Bit&' aiktiig. biki yisk&' nc.
Qaycik&' ! Qayeik& .f
TRANSLATION.

The magpie ! The magpie ! Here underneath
In the white of his wings are the footsteps of morning.
It dawns! It dawns!
NOTES.

a'a'rf'i and ya'a'f are imitations of the magpie's call ; a'a'i is the
onomatopoetic name of the magpie,
kbya, here beneath, here below, or within ; probably refers to a
hut or cavern in which the game was supposed to be played.
&it&',his wings.
alkdis., in the white part; from Rai or iakai, white.
biki, his feet; hence, also, his footsteps, his trail.
yiskd', morning, the morrow.
qayelRb', it dawns, it is morning.
pic and ninb seem to have no meaning.
2
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The black quills of the magpie's wings are margined with white,
and thus is the black sky of night bordered at daybreak ; hence, the
simile in the song.
In the myth, as related to me, it is stated that the magpie sang
this song; but, in the language of the song, he is referred to in the
third person.
NO. 6.-CHICKEN

HAWK'S SONG.

Yod palaend, yo6 qualaend, yo6 qalaend
Qalaina end, qalaina end, yod ayei, Ac'nrf', Ae'nci' I
Nacstcd gasti" cizdittni.
Ta'c@' ka' nihisye ;aialnjd cizriitni.
TRANSLATION.

The old owl hates me.
When alone I always bring home abundance of rabbits, that is
why he hates me.
NOTES.

The first two lines have probably no meaning.
nazstcd, the great horned owl, Bubo Krgfnianus.
qas/r: a@., old; nuun, chief, elder. The two words nnesfca
qastik I have rendered " old owl," but they might be translated
owl-chief or ancient of the owls.
cizdittni, he hates me; apparently an obsolete or poetic form;
cizaini' is the ordinary, colloquial form.
ta'cQa', I alone, I by myself.
ha', the little wood rabbit, the l1cotton-tail."
nihfcyc, I bring game home ; said when an animal carries game
back to its nest or den or a man carries it home (in quantities and
habitually).
aiZapd, for that reason, therefore.
This song was sung by the chicken hawk (Acc9iter Co@eri),
called by the Navajos tsi*ya il@ehc, or he who hunts under the
trees. The owl and the hawk were out hunting at the same time.
The owl saw a rabbit and flew heavily towards it to catch it. The
hawk saw it at the same time, swooped nimbly down, and bore it
away before the owl could reach it. When they met at the game
the owl, angry with the hawk for his discourtesy, would not look at
the latter or speak to him.
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NO.7.--GOPHER

SONG.

Naasizi tsd'go in,in,i n ,
Naasizi tsPgo in, in,in,
YinfseZ! YintseZ! niei,
A'ha'2i a'ha'li a'ira' ie.
TRANSLATION.

Gopher sees where the stone is,
Gopher sees where the stone is.
Strike on ! Strike on !
NOTES.

nasizi or nasisi, one or more species of pouched gopher, probably
Thomomys. In the song an extra syllable is added for poetic requirements.
fd'go, to the stone, in the direction of the stone (ts&)-i. e., the
stone hidden in the moccasin during the game.
in,he sees.
yfnfsd,go on striking it; literally, continue chopping (something
lying on the ground). The motion of striking the moccasin in this
game resembles that of chopping a prostrate stick.
As I have intimated, this song was sung by the diurnal party when
the gopher was fraudulently changing the position of the stone and
Peifso was fruitlessly striking the moccasins.
NO.&-ELK

SONG.

Nua naga' i ye-ye-y2. Nisa naga'i ye-ye-yi.
NdfseZi, naapifsiZqaZ; fadi nag&'
KoZacida. KoZacinla. KoZacinta.

Nisa naga'i ye.

TRANSLATION.

H e wanders far. H e wanders far. H e wanders far.
The elk, I knocked him down, but still he wanders.
Let him go. Let him go. Let him go.
NOTES.

nisa or mia, far; this form refers to motion, not to position.
nag&' [ndga], he travels, he roams, he wanders.
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dtseli, seems to be an old name for the elk (now called h e ) .
The Apaches, a tribe cognate to the Navajos, apply, I am told, this
term to a steer.
naapifsifqaf,I knocked him down with a club or heavy instrument. na, a prefix (seen in n&n&o, across) denoting that the blow
is delivered horizontally; bi or pi, him; tsif implies h a t the stroke
felled him; quf notes the action performed i n giving one forcible
stroke with some heavy implement, as a club.
tui, still, yet.
kofucida, said to mean let him go, or I let him go, I allowed hini
to depart (not I released him); but the etymology is somewhat obscure to me; apparently an obsolete or poetic form.

One informant has told me that this was sung by one of the ancient genii named T'ninifi.
One day when hunting he met the
elk, knocked him down and thought he was dead, but after awhile
elk rose and walked off and Tomnifi, taking pity on him, let him
have his life. When he met elk afterwards at the game he sang
this song of the adventure.
NO. g.-CICADA

SONG.

Wonistcid aina,
Wonistcid aind,
Qdnin qastid a i d ,
H$a aki aind,
Htjd aki ha&? niiyi.
TRANSLATION.

Cicada! Cicada!

His nostrils are gone.

NOTES.

wonistcid, the locust or cicada.

@in, nostrils, his nostrils.
qastid, an abbreviation of aqasfid, disappeared, obliterated by
being filled up. If an arroyo becomes filled by sand washing into
it, or if a cellar is filled by natural processes, they say aqmtid.
The other sounds have no meaning.

It is related that when the cicada came to the game some scanned
his face closely to see if they were acquainted with him. They ob-
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served that he had eyes and mouth like every one else but no nostrils. They thought he must once have had them, but that they
had probably disappeared by a growth of the flesh.
In this song we have a rhyme of the significant words.
NO. lo.-ANTELOPE

SONG.

Aid. Lap& mud!' Lap&' mud'
Aid. Tsid naqotirzyagi
Tcbdi nag&'yr,

Hi' mud,' hi'

mud,' hi' mud,' he.

TRANSLATION.

The dun one, lo ! The dun one, lo !
Truly in distant glade below
Wanders the antelope.
NOTES.

lala', pale brown, drab, dun.
tsid [tddi, tsidu], surely, certainly, truly.

Here it means that,
although the antelope may be far away, the singer is sure he recognizes him.
naqofinyagi; in a distant glade below the observer (who is supposed to stand on a hill) ; na here indicates distance ; goti" is said
of a space seen through an opening, as a room seen through a window ; here it is said to refer to a glade ;ya, below ; g& in.
tc&di,the American antelope.
nagaye [ndga, nagcti], he travels, he wanders.
The other expressions are exclamatory or have no significance.
No. II.-BEAR

SONG.

TiW ', ri"it&,bPiH ', fi"ifi,
TiW' dcnac&' qdgodc niya?
Ti"iH', hWi, fi"iH', timiti,
TiW' bcnaccf' qadif&jcqdgodc niyu 1
TRANSLATION.

(With) these four, these four, these four, these four,
These four things to walk with, whence comes he?
(With) these four, these four, these four, these four,
These four shaggy things to walk with, whence comes he?
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NOTES.

timiti',these four; ti" or f i V , four; ti', this, these. The last
syllable is changed by poetic license to f Z alternately.
benaca', something to walk with, a figurative or jocose expression
for legs.
qadiilb', hairy, shaggy, a shaggy coat.
qdgode, from what direction, whence.
d y a , he arrives, he comes here.
This is sung with much emphasis and often in time to motions of
head and arms intended to imitate a bear walking.
No. 12.-BADGER SONG.
Ainu,
Nahasfcif sifi' iii, duhastcit siii' na,
Nahastcif siti' iii, nahastcitviti' na ;
" Waurr" -aaa, ntgo, siti' na;
Bifd ina'sokd&o sifP na.
TRANSLATION.

Badger is lying down, badge; is lying down,
Badger is lying down, badger is lying down ;
'' Waurr," he says, lying down;
With a white streak down his forehead, lying down.
NOTES.

nahastcif, the American badger.
siti', he is lying down.
"waurr," an imitation of the badger's growl.
dgo, thus he says.
bitd, his forehead.
idso&di, a white streak running down ; said of a " blaze " on a
horse's nose; a perpendicular white mark on a wall or a bluff, &c.

NO. I~.-SNAKE SONG.
Yunani afcifZZ,yumni afcifM,yunani afcif&Z-e.
QddisisZdci", qddisis2dci".
TRANSLATION.

He threw him yonder, he threw him yonder, he threw him yonder.
I wonder where he lies, I wonder where he lies.
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NOTES.

ycnani, yonder, across, on the other side.
afcit2Z, he threw him. The form of the verb here shows that the
object is long and flexible, as a snake or a rope.
panisisZdci", I wonder where he lies. qadi, where ; r i or si, I ;
siZ&g, it lies (ci and siZ& are contracted into sisl&); ci" or rin denotes doubt and conjecture.
\

This was sung about a snake. Its name does not appear, but the
forms of the verbs indicate the subject of the song, a snake being,
probably, the only animal to which they could well refer. A Navajo rarely kills a snake. If one lies in his may, he puts a stick
under it and flings it to a distance. At the game a snake was
thus thrown by one party over among the other party, and this act
gave origin to the song.
NO. I~.-GROUND-SQUIRREL SONG. I.

Qazdi biigi kdo sizinic,
Qazdi biigi kdo sizinic,
A Zfshi ko sizini, nofhi ko sizlni.
Hid dtneya, Aid dincya.
TRANSLATION.

The squirrel in his shirt stands up there,
The squirrel in his shirt stands up there ;
Slender, he stands up there ; striped, he stands up there.
NOTES.

pazdi, some species of striped ground squirrel, probably a Spcrm@hiZUs.
biipi, in his shirt ; bi, his; c, shirt ; gi, in.
KO, there, in the place pointed to; lengthened by one syllable
for poetic reasons.
sidni, he stands up ; the accent is changed for prosodical reasons.
aZfsdzi, slender, slim ; said of wire, etc.
notdai, striped, marked with long, narrow stripes.
NO. IS.-GROUND

SQUIRREL SONG.

Q a d i nasinkstsin, nasinksfsia.
Tsidoaicpicc ca 'dadkcni;
KayiZ indiikot, i d i i k o f .

11.
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TRANSLATION.

Squirrel struck me, he struck me.
The titmice are angry on my account;
They put their quivers on.
NOTES.

qazai, ground squirrel. See Song No. 14.
nasinistsin, he struck me. The form of the verb denotes that
several blows were delivered horizontally without a weapon.
t.ridQai@ice, the specific name of a very small bird, which I have
not identified; I believe it to he a titmouse. The name refers to
their mode of flight in close flocks. fsidi, a bird.
cadadicni, they are angry on my account, for me; liternlCy, they
close their eyes for me.
Kayil, a quiver ; the combination of bow case and quiver in which
the Indian carries his weapons.
in&i&ot. I am not certain of the etymology of this word. It is
said to mean that they put their quivers on. The last line, as a
whole, is said to mean ‘‘they prepare for war ;” as we would say,
“they gird their armor on.”

This ironic song was sung by one of the big animals in derision
of smaller beings who attended the game.
No. r6.-LITTLE OWL SONG.
Aind
Repeat twice
TdnaoclQdgi bitck yad o o 0,
ThnaoclQdgi bitcd yad a i ai 2. or oftener.

I

TRANSLATION.

Do I expect (to find) him down there? His hat sticks up.
NOTES.

aina, has no meaning; it is an expression used in beginning a
song by some people; in most cases it may be omitted at pleasure.
tdnaoclydgf; do I expect him there? Probably I may hope (to
see) him there. ta, a prefix denoting interrogation or doubt.
naocli, I expect, I look for him. If I expect a visitor I say naocli.
ydgi, a locative suffix ;y a , below ; gi; in.
bifcd, his hat-i. e., his crest.
yad, it sticks up.
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This was sung of the burrowing owl, gZo'bitq~-trasfca,which signifies '6 owl-among-the-prairie-dogs." This owl was an obscure
little individual at the game and it was difficult to see him, but the
singer sees his little crest sticking up over the surface of the earth
(half hidden, as his crest is when he stands at the mouth of his burrow), and thinks he may find him there.
No. r7.-WIII,D-CAT

SONG. I.

Nuctui bik2 d i d , yooini yaani,
Ntictzii biki din!, yoolni yn.
TRANSLATION.

Wild-cat's foot is sore,
Wild-cat's foot is sore.
NOTES.

nachii, the American wild-cat, Lynx r&s.
biki, his foot, his feet.
dini, it aches, it pains, it is sore.
The rest has no meaning.

This was sung in ridicule of the cautious, delicate tread of the
wild-cat, who walks as if his feet were sore.
NO. IS.--WILD-CAT

SONG.

11.

Aind, nachii bitciod,
Nachii bitcilyci ;
QatZi qalkb'.
TRANSLATION.

He looks like a wild-cat,
He looks like a wild-cat ;
The insides of his thighs are striped.
NOTES.

nachii, the American wild-cat.
bitcibd, he looks like, his appearance is (that of).
qatli, the insides of his thighs.
qalkg, spotted, mottled, marked with short stripes or bars; said
of an animate object.
qatliqaZkLfj, refers to the peculiar markings on the inside of the
cat's thighs.
3
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111.

Nacizii ii tcokd'le e,
Nnctui if fcokd'le e,
Ydgo najdiilgble ;
Qdtce indicg6Ze;
"Ratiu " cilnilc e.
TRANSLATION.

The wild-cat was walking,
The wild-cat was walking,
He began to run down ;
I ran towards him;
''Rdtiu," said he to me.
NOTES.

nacizii, the American wild-cat.
tcokh'le, he was walking; said of one who is walking at a distance,
not beside the speaker.
ydgo, downwards, down [the hill understood].
?raj&!gble, he began to run. The syllables nqXi indicate the
commencement of an action that continues some time.
qdtce, towards (a living object).
indicgUe, I ran at or to him.
rdrru, an imitation of the wild-cat's growl.
cilnile, he said to me.
NO. ZO.-DOVE SONG. I.

Aid,
Bide etdge, bide etdge ee,
Bide etdge, bide etdgc cec,
Tdni-qokditce etdge ec.
A-dia-di-P a-di a-di-P.
TRANSLATION.

The dove flies, the dove flies,
The dove flies, the dove flies,
Towards the white alkali flat he flies.
NOTES.

bide, an abbreviation of qncbidc or qncjide, the mourning dove.
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eitigc, it flies.
t~&pok&ice, toward the white alkali flat; ttini, that white saline
incrustation on the ground known throughout the arid region of the
United States as alkali ; pokai (from the root Rai), white on the
ground; ice, towards, in the direction of.
NO. ~I.-DOVE SONG. 11.

WOC
WOC naidiZdaa,
WOC
WOC naidiZboo,
WOC
WOC naidZdaa,
K c ZitcMci naididaa,
TsinoZkdji naidiZdaa,
WOC
WOC naiddboo.
TRANSLATION.

Coo coo picks them up,
Coo coo picks them up,
Coo coo picks them up,
Red-moccasin picks them up,
Glossy-locks picks them up,
Coo coo picks them up.
NOTES.

woc WOC, an imitation of the voice of the dove, “coo ;” used here
as a nickname for the dove, as are also the expressions red-moccasin
and glossy-locks.
naidiZ6 [nai&Z&‘], he picks them (seeds) up.
ke, feet, foot, moccasin.
Ziici, red ; the duplication of the last syllable is a poetic license.
ke Ziici might be translated “red feet,” but the given translation
is more correct, considering the form the adjective takes.
isinolkdji, glossy locks; said of a person’s hair when neatly
combed and well oiled; here said figuratively of the beautiful shining head of the dove.

THECHIAPANEC
LANGUAGE is now spoken only in a few localities
in the Mexican state of Chiapas, near the headwaters of the Grijalva
river, and is known to have sent an offshoot to Central America in
early times. The information on this tongue is set forth in several
books composed by Spanish missionaries, two of which were pub-
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lished by Mr. Alph. Pinart in 1875,but they fail to give a thorough
insight into the grammatic structure of the language. With the aid
of a manuscript of Nufiez, dated 1633, Mr. Lucien Adam, judge in
Rennes, bas succeeded in clearing lip many of the obscure points, and
has embodied the results of his research in a treatise entitled : La
Langue Chiapanipe. Obscrvafims grammaficales, vocabulairc nrkfho d i p c , fcxtcs inkdifs, fexfes rkfablis p a r Lucien Adam. Vienne,
Holder, 1887,80, pp. 117. The language distinguishes between
animate (tiqhe) and inanimate (ticao) nouns, the former class being
however divisible into two categories, but in what the grammatical
difference exists between them is not clearly stated (p. 6). In
some of the substantives a strange mode of indicating possession
independent of the suffixed possessive pronoun consists in prefixing
7+,
Ida-, ma-, etc., to the noun in the singular, coja- or cc- to
the noun in the plural, whereas a simple n- marks the noun in the
non-possessive state. The prefixation of these sounds or syllables is
attended by curious phonetic changes. There is an exclusive and an
inclusive form for the first person in the plural. The conjugation
of the verb is to some extent made up by particles only, but we find
no paradigm of it in the volume. The vocabulary is copious, extending over 45 pages, and some of the texts are parsed and analyzed.
It is a pity that none of the Mexican languages have ever been published in a scientific alphabet, as the Spanish alphabet is inadequate to express any of them with accuracy.
A. S . G .
THEDESCENT
OF MAN.-Mr.
Paul Topinard in a recent article
entitled “The Last Stages in the Genealogy of Man,”* sums up as
follows :
“We are descended, then, from apes, or so, at least, it seems;
but is it from a known or an unknown ape? I do not know, for
assuredly none of the present anthropoids has been our ancestor.
From many apes or from a single one? I must also confess my
ignorance upon this point, for I do not as yet know whether I am a
monogenist or a polygenist. In the study of the human races I
perceive arguments for and against both systems and I hope in a
later course to take up their examination. We will weigh them
together. Until that time I must beg you to reserve your opinion.”
W. M.

* RNUCd‘ anfhropoloogie,Paris, 1888,Pp. 298-332.

